A selection of our groups (other groups available upon request):
String Quartet
Create atmosphere, nostalgia and mood at your next private party or function by using one of our string
quartets. Perfect for background music to accompany a drinks reception, a string quartet has presence
without becoming overwhelming. Ideal for all venues since there is no need for any other equipment.
Prices start from £450 (plus booking fee).
Brass Quintet
Rousing, lively and quintessentially British; whether heralding an entrance, an opening ceremony or for
outdoor background music, brass music will always create an impression. From fanfares to delicate light
incidental music, a brass group can really add something different whilst never becoming overpowering for
the surroundings.
Prices start from £595 (plus booking fee).
Cocktail Pianist
Tranquil background music which gives a delicate mood to any occasion; a cocktail pianist can provide
music from a grand piano (venue permitting) or bring their own equipment to give your guests some
ambience with their conversation.
Prices start from £150 (plus booking fee).
Harpist
A harp will enchant any audience and is capable of transforming an event into an elegant dreamy affair.
Our harpists have repertoire ranging from the classical greats all the way through to jazz and show tunes.
Guests can easily converse without the music becoming intrusive.
Prices start from £195 (plus booking fee).
Jazz Trio
A jazz trio can be used for a variety of different events to provide light background music for a dinner
party, ambience for a drinks reception or music for people to have a dance together. A wonderfully
versatile line up which can be augmented to include vocals, drums, saxophones, guitar; all the way up to a
full sized swinging big band.
Prices start from £450 (plus booking fee).
Function Band
Our function bands can provide a wide variety of party music, from 50s and 60s Rock 'n' Roll all the way
up to recent chart hits, integrating crowd interaction to create a very warm and friendly atmosphere and a
show that will keep people on the dance floor all night. The latest sound systems give a very professional
and clean sound and we can provide for venues with capacities ranging from 50 to 400 or more. Our
function bands are:
Olympic Music Rockstars
(5 piece: Drums, Guitar, Bass, Keys, Male Vocal)
The smallest of our bands, the Rockstars is so named because it’s a classic rock band line-up. This Band
is ideal for smaller events and venues. The repertoire is eclectic but focuses on the small band line-up to
maintain an authentic sound.

Olympic Music Popstars
(7 piece: Drums, Guitar, Bass, Keys, Sax, Male & Female Vocal)
A smaller incarnation of the Olympic Music Allstars line‐up; our incredible brass section have been in the
studio and recorded their fantastic sound so that, even at a smaller event, you don’t miss out on their
exciting influence. In addition we have recorded the percussion and some extra backing vocals so that the
feel of the tracks stays authentic!
Olympic Music Funkstars
(10 piece: Drums, Guitar, Bass, Keys, 2 Trumpets, Trombone, Sax, Male & Female Vocal)
Featuring our incredible brass section, the Funkstars allows you to feel the full energy of our classic horn
parts live. Some extra recorded percussion and backing vocals ensures you get the authentic sounds you
would expect to hear. Not just funk, it a huge mix of music, but with plenty of funky grooves to put you in
the mood!
Olympic Music Allstars
(13 piece: Drums, Guitar, Bass, Keys, 2 Trumpets, Trombone, Sax, Percussion, Male & 3 Female Vocals)
Our flagship band and the ultimate live music experience. Includes all staging, set and lighting. The energy
is unrivalled and the full band looks and sounds so impressive.
Function band prices include a sound engineer, full P.A. and lighting.
Prices start from £1350 (plus booking fee).

